
Brief information automatic programmes

Cooking
1. Turn the rotary knob to the left to call up automatic menu mode. Turn the rotary knob to select

the appropriate automatic menu for your food.
2. Confirm your selection by pressing the rotary knob/the Start/quick start button.
3. Turn the rotary knob to set the weight, and then confirm this by pressing the rotary 

knob/the Start/quick start button.

Note: "Pizza" automatic programme (A-05): Before setting the weight you must select whether
you want to prepare deep-frozen pizza (programme  "P-01"), refrigerated pizza (programme "P-02") 
or fresh pizza (programme "quote P-03"). After confirming the selected programme by pressing the
Start / quick start button you can set the weight as usual. 

Display Symbol Food Adjustable weight Turn over after...

A-01 Beef 200 - 1400 g 2/3 of the time

A-02 Pork 200 - 1400 g 2/3 of the time

A-03 Poultry 400 - 1400 g 2/3 of the time

A-04 Fish 200 - 1200 g 2/3 of the time

A-05 Pizza
P1 (deep-frozen pizza) 150 - 450 g
P2 (refrigerated pizza) 150 - 450 g
P3 (fresh pizza) 150 - 450 g

-

A-06
Fruit/

vegetables
100 - 1000 g -

A-07 Potatoes 100 -  800 g -

A-08 Warming 300 - 700 g -

A-09 Beverages 200 - 500 ml -

A-10 Entrees 300 / 500 g -

A-11
Defrosting 
by weight

- -

A-12
Defrosting 

by time
- -
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Defrosting by weight/automatic programme A-11
1. Turn the rotary knob anticlockwise until "A-11" appears in the display and flashes, 

then press the rotary knob/the Start/quick start button.
2. Now select the food to be defrosted by turning the rotary knob.
3. When the required food is shown in the display, turn the rotary knob/the Start/quick start 

button and set the required weight by turning the rotary knob.
4. When the required weight appears in the display, press the rotary knob/the Start/quick 

start button. The appliance calculates the defrosting time required automatically.

Automatic programme A-11 "defrosting by weight"

Display Symbol Food Adjustable weight

d-01 Beef 100 - 1800 g

d-02 Pork 100 - 1800 g

d-03 Poultry 100 - 1800 g

d-04 Fish 100 - 1800 g

d-05 Pizza 100 - 900 g

d-06
Fruit/

vegetables
100 - 900 g

d-07 Potatoes 100 - 900 g

Further display abbreviations

Note: The % information is based on the proportion of the corresponding cooking time.
Example: the cooking time for a "C 1" combination process takes 10 minutes. Of this, 
3 minutes (30%) is provided by the microwave function and 7 minutes (70%) by the 
"top heat" grill function. 

Grill combinations:
• "C 1" for combination 1
microwave function (30%) and 
"top heat" grill function (70%) 
• "C 2" for combination 2
microwave function (55%) and 
"top heat" grill function (45%) 
• "C 3" for combination 3
microwave function (30%) and 
"top and bottom heat" grill function (70%) 
• "C 4" for combination 4
microwave function (55%) and
"top and bottom heat" grill function (45%) 

Grill functions:
• "Gr 1" for top heat 
• "Gr 2" for bottom heat 
• "Gr 3" for top and bottom heat 
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